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MAIN ST. E. 

Having now looked at some random buildings to the east of the downtown core I’m now 

proceeding east along Main St. towards Gage Ave., Sorry about this somewhat reverse 

progression. Blame it on those darned one-way streets. 

67. WENTWORTH APARTMENTS – 515 Main St. E.  

 

This is a large, ugly structure at the corner of Sanford and Main Streets. As far as I can see, it has 

no redeeming qualities. 



68. DOYLE APARTMENTS – 590 Main St. E.  

 

Dating prior to 1921, this 2 storey presumably has commercial on the main floor at one time 

but is now all res. Being  painted over, the name may, or may not, be actually CIS. I would need 

to get right up close to see and I didn’t feel like risking my life crossing Main Street. 



69. GLADSTONE – 624 Main St. E.  

 

A post-1928, 3 storey place, it has small balconies and nice glass doors (originals?). William 

Ewart Gladstone (1809-1898) was an English politician who was PM for 12 years over 4 

separate terms. Known as one of Great Britain’s greatest leaders he was referred to as the 

G.O.M. – grand old man. However, his chief political rival, Benjamin Disraeli, interpreted this as 

“God’s one Mistake”. 

 



70. THE PLAZA – 709 Main St. E.,  

 



Only by looking under the newish canopy above the front door will you note this building’s 

name and elaborate portico. Built of attractive yellow brick I presume it’s a condo. Features 

include the large windows and the roof-top balustrade.  

 



71. St. Eloi Court – 715 Main St. E.,  

 

At the north-west corner of Sherman and Main sits this curious complex which has been rebuilt 

with some ugly central entrance in what used to be the court yard. Dating from 1919, it may be 

named for St. Eloi (590-660), a shortened form of St. Eligius according to Delaney Dictionary of 

Saints.This saint is the patron saint of metalworkers.   



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



72. MAIN – 760 Main St. E. 

Winner of least imaginative name, one wonders why they bothered at all. Built prior to 1928, it 

has balconies and a castle-like parapet on the roof. 

 



73. WINDERMERE – 821 Main St. E.  

 

Together with the Colwyn and the Holyrood, these building are joined but separate and vary 

somewhat in their styles. They all exist in the 1928 City Directory buy not in the 1925 edition. 

Colwyn is dated 1927 and they look like they were all built at the same time.  They are joined  

by brick walls and arched gateways leading to the rear of the buildings. 

Windermere is the largest natural lake in England being a glacial lake about 12 miles long and 

less than 1 mile across. In the centre of “Lake Country” it is a favoured tourist destination. 



74. COLWYN -827 Main St. E.

 

All I can tell you about Colwyn is that it is a rather obscure district in North East Wales. 

According to Vernon’s, in 1927 there was no one named “Colwyn” living in Hamilton. 



75. Holyrood – 831 Main St. E.  

 

The word means “true Christian Cross” and is best known as the ruined abbey, founded in 1128 

on what is now the Royal Mile in Edinburgh, Scotland. Ruins since the 18th C, it purported to   

house a portion of the original cross. It was quite common for Cathedrals across Europe to 

claim they possessed these religious relics, probably, in part, for commercial reasons. 





 



76. MELROSE APARTMENTS – 879 Main St. E and 126 Melrose S.  

 



This large block is notable for having exceptional entrances on both Main and Melrose 

consisting of large Doric columns on either side of the doors and smaller columns supporting 

the portico. It has small balconies with carved wooden balusters to give it an ornate look. It 

dates between 1925 and 1928 based on Vernon’s. Melrose, is the street name and means a 

blended oil which is good for the skin. 



 



77. MONTROSE – 129 Melrose S.  

 



78. MONTCALM -  127 Melrose S.,  

 

One building with 2 apparently unrelated names. These are elegant buildings in pretty good 

repair. Note the classical portico entrances with their fluted columns. Montcalm(1712 – 1759) 

was the defeated French General at the Battle of Quebec. The only Montrose I know is rock 

guitarist Ronnie Montrose who started his self named band in 1973. Probably not related. The 

buildings are not in the 1928 Vernon’s suggesting they were built during the Depression. 



79. KESWISK – 156 Prospect S.  

 

Dated 1928 this building has large balconies and is named both above the door and near the 

roof. Keswick is an English market town in Cumberland and according to The Urban Dictionary  

is also slang for bullshit, as in “you’re talkin Keswick mate” 

 

 

 



80. LEINSTER – 115 -121 Leinster St. 

Built between 1925 and 1928, this building, it has two named parapets and a partial balustrade 

on the roof. It has two tones of brick and lots of stone inlays but is still not much to look at. 

Leinster is an eastern province in the Republic of Ireland. 



81. JULIANA APTS – 915 Main St. E 

 

Named above the door to the right this small two storey building is pretty plain. 



82. AVALON – 931 Main St. E. 

 



This re-1921 building has a nice entrance and slightly protruding front windows. The name is 

Welsh meaning “isle of fruit trees”. From Arthurian legend, it is where the sword “Excalibur” 

was forged. It is also the name of Roxy Music’s excellent last LP from 1982.  

The rusty metal trim at the roof is a major detraction. 

 



83. VERDUN – 917 Main St. E. 

 



Although the name is not CIS I have included this building as its name appears to be in stained 

glass above the door and because I like it. I has a great red door and large balconies with 

ornamental railings and large carved  gables supporting the roof.  It is presumably named for 

the WWI battle that took place between Feb. 21, 1916 and Dec. 18, 1916. Although not noted 

for Canadian involvement, it was the largest and longest battle of the war on the Western front. 

There were approximately 306,000 men killed on both sides. Although considered a French 

victory, nothing really was achieved.   



 



83A EASTDALE – 1253 Main E. 

 



This typical 3 storey walkup is notable only for the fact that its balconies have been closed in. 

Look like that gets you about an extra 24 sq. feet. I think I’d rather have the balcony back. The 

reason this is number 83A is that I found it after I had numbered the rest. Probably not my only 

omission. 

Moving closer to James Street, the City’s East-West dividing line, these are a bit jumbled up. 

The City’s North-South dividing line is King Street. North of King the properties on the west side 

of streets are odd numbered while on the east side they are even numbered. For properties on 

the south side of King Street the numbering is reversed. This continues on the Mountain. 

Confusing enough? 



84. WELLINGTON TERRACE – Wellington St. N.  

 



More like a Victorian home than an apartment building, I include this only because it has the 

name carved above the 2nd floor to denote, I presume, the name of these row houses. Thinking 

this to be pre-1900, it may be the oldest stone engraved residential complex east of downtown. 

When I took these pictures a lady came out and scolded me and took down my license plate 

number. The carving is partially obscured by the downspout on the left. 



 



85. THE BLAKE HOUSE – 46 Blake St.  

 



This 3 storey residential building pre-dates 1921 and appears to be in rough shape on an 

otherwise good street. There is nothing noteworthy in terms of its architecture. Should perhaps 

be re-named as “Bleak House”. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



86. BURBANK APTS – 137 Emerald St

 

The name is hard to read near the roof. A post 1928 building it has few features to note. The 

name “Burbank” is old English for “a dweller on the castle hill”. The name is probably best 

known as a city in Los Angeles County. If you are old enough to remember “Rowan and Martin’s 

Laugh In” (1968-1973) you may remember the fake announcer, Gary Owen, booming out “Now, 

from beautiful downtown Burbank!” As a teenage boy I would laugh my ass off watching this 

show. It is also a song recorded by Freddie Cannon in 1969 which is kind of funny and available 

on “You Tube”. Bet you didn’t know there were 88 cities in L.A. County, each one of which has 

their own mayor and city council. Whoa. 



87. ST. LAURENT APTS. – 119 Emerald S.  

 

Seemingly identical to the “Seymour” which are separated by about a 15’ courtyard. It is a post 

1928 building of uncertain date. Louis St. Laurent (1882 – 1973) was Canada’s 12th Prime 

Minister from 1948 – 1957. He was known as a moderate, cautious conservative man who was 

a strong proponent of a united Canada.   



 



88. SEYMOUR APTS. – 123 Emerald S.  

 

There is no connection that I can see between the name of this building and that of its brother, 

St. Laurent, which are side by side. “Seymour” is an English name that means “marshy land near 

the sea”. 



89. RIDEAU – 8 Forest Ave.,  

 



Just east of James Street and north of St. Joseph’s Hospital this building is a bit of an anomaly as 

the entrance is on the left side as is the parapet on which the name is embossed. A pre-1925 

building it has 3 very small balconies. The name is French for “curtain” and in Canada is 

probably best known for the Rideau Canal, a 202 km man-made canal linking Kingston and 

Ottawa. It is also the name of Rideau Hall which, since 1867, has been the official residence of 

the Governor General. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



90. TREBLE HALL – 8 John St. N.  

 

This 1879 landmark has its name boldly embossed on a large central parapet. Not primarily an 

apartment building I am including it because in the 1921 Vernon’s there is reference to the 

“Treble Apts.”  I am also including it because it is so achingly beautiful in the squalid block 

where it hangs on. Built by John Larkin in the renaissance revival style it includes a 400 seat 

concert hall on the 3rd floor. It is curiously named “Treble” not as the music notation but after 

the Treble family even thought they did not buy it until 1893 when it was 14 years old. Treble 

Hall is in the news from time to time as various people try to find a viable use for it. All I know is 

that Hamilton cannot let this building go. Hopefully the downtown revival will provide some 

purpose for this place. On January 19, 2019, Kathy Renwald reported in the Spectator that it 

was being redeveloped to include 15 apartment units. 

 



91. SHEKTER – 1 -3 Mulberry St.  

 

A pre-1925 building it currently houses the Acclamation Bar and Grill on the main floor while 

the very industrious Roque family (my former clients) develop a massive property next door on 

booming James St. North. The Shekter family were prominent Jewish businessmen and 

philanthropists who also owned the Shekter Hotel and Canadian Floor-Tex, also on James 

North. This is a good, solid building but rather unadorned. 



92. ISIS – 13 Westinghouse Ave.  



 



93. CARFAX – 15 Westinghouse Ave.  

 



94. ORIEL -  19 Westinghouse Ave.  

 



Westinghouse Avenue runs north from Barton Street into the former Westinghouse plant on 

Sanford Avenue. The head office of Westinghouse Canada was here and is a large, elegant 

building that is presently being restored. If completed, it may transform this rather dingy 

neighbourhood which is epitomized by these 3 curiously named buildings. They appear to be 

virtually identical (although one is reversed) and in essentially the same decrepit condition 

although fully occupied. Having no architectural features, they are notable only for having 

exterior stairs to the 2nd floor unit. 

They all appear in Vernon 1925 but not in 1921. 

Isis is probably not named for the terrorist group but is more likely named for the ancient 

Egyptian goddess. Her legend dates from about 2500 BC and she was the wife of Osiris and the 

mother of Horus. Her main myth is that after Osiris was killed and dismembered she re-

assembled his body parts and restored him to a partial life whereupon they then conceived 

Horus. Hmm.. 

Carfax is now a used vehicle information service and if you Google it you get about a million hits 

pertaining to this business. As far as I can ascertain, it is an Anglo-French word denoting a place 

in town where 4 roads meet which makes no sense for this small building which is off the 

beaten path and in an area where no roads meet. According to Vernon’s, in 1925 there was 

nobody in Hamilton with the name “Carfax” so its name remains a mystery. 

Oriel is equally inscrutable as it is a word meaning a large upper storey bay window which it 

does not possess. 

For identical buildings of the same vintage these three names appear to have no common 

connection unless there is something I am missing. If anybody can connect the dots please let 

me know. 



95. UNIQUE – 195 Balmoral N.  

 



Despite the name, there is nothing particularly unique about this pre-1928 building except for 

its oversized carved name. It would appear that you have to take the outside stairs to get to the 

2nd and 3rd floors. As I found this place after I thought I was done the east end it and “Brennen” 

are misplaced in the text. If only I had some computer skills. 



96. BRENNEN APTS. – 15 Ontario St.  

 



A typical pre-1925 3 storey residential building it is probably named for, or built by, the 

Brennen family who had a coal and lumber business at 474 Main St. E. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



THE WEST SIDE OF THE CITY 

As far as I can tell, what you have seen so far are all of the CIS buildings on the east side of the 

City as the dividing line is James Street. With the exception of the enclave of Westdale, the west 

side of Hamilton is generally older than the east side and more densely packed with apartment 

buildings, both old and new. We spent a lot of time cruising the streets to try and locate the CIS 

buildings that remain. The 346 listed in 1939 Vernon’s reveals many that no longer exist, or if 

they are still around, many that do not have CIS names. There are also undoubtedly buildings 

that have names that are now covered up or have had their names removed. 

The buildings that we found are generally in better condition than those in the east and there 

are none that are vacant or bombed out.  Traffic and parking are bigger problems in the west 

generally and many of the streets that were recently one way have now been restored to two 

ways. The future of these older buildings would appear to be in doubt as most of the new 

projects going up in the City are in the west end. With the influx of Toronto buyers, easy  access 

to the highway is a big factor in development and price. 

97.  HARMONY APTS. – 245 Bay St. N.  

 



Built in 1935 this is a beautiful edifice with an explanatory plaque by the front entrance. The 

street address is carved to the right of the door and I would like to know why the number “4” in 

the address is reversed! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



WESTDALE 

Westdale is an area in West Hamilton notable for 2 things. The first is that it was one of 

Canada’s first planned communities consisting of 1,734 lots that were gradually built on during 

the 20’s and 30’s. It was named as a result of a “Name the Neighbourhood” contest held in 

1923 for which the winner received $200. It had (and still has) a commercial district and there 

were provisions for the construction of 5 apartment buildings near the commercial core. 

The other thing that Westdale is famous for is the racist restrictive covenants inserted in all 

deeds that provided “None of the lands described shall be used, occupied by or let or sold to 

Negroes, Asiatics, Bulgarians, Austrians, Russians, Serbs, Rumanians (sp) Turks, Armenians, 

whether British subjects or not, or foreign born Italians, Greeks or Jews.” These covenants were 

eventually struck down by the courts in the 1950’s. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



98. Kingsway – 802 King St. W.   

 

Just as you enter Westdale this building is on the right. It seems to be unique in Hamilton for 

having an all stone face, rather than the usual brick. The name is prominent above the door and 

there are a couple of Art Deco notes by the entrance. I do not know why the 1st floor apartment 

on the left has two bricks holding his/her window open. Seems a little dangerous. 



99. Longwood Apts. – 4-8 Longwood Rd. N.  

 

Technically not qualifying for this book as the name is not CIS but is merely carved on plaques 

above the 2 doors I include it anyway as the name may have been carved by the roof where it is 

now covered in metal cladding. It looks like it may have had end balconies that have been 

enclosed and both entrances have a flat canopy supported by Doric columns. It was probably 

built during the Depression. 



100. C. Haynes – 942 King St. W.,  

 

This 2 storey building is in the commercial district and has a couple of residential units on the 

2nd floor. I have no idea who Haynes was but somebody has taken it upon themselves to paint 

in white the carved name for emphasis. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



101. University Court – 2-4 Paisley Ave. 

Like the Longwood, this building doesn’t qualify for inclusion as the name merely appears on 

two plaques above the two doors. Note that the doors are slightly more elegant than those of 

the Longwood. The age of this building is unknown but it was probably not originally named 

“University Court” as McMaster University did nor relocate to Westdale until 1930. 

As far as I can see, the other apartment buildings in Westdale do not have any permanent 

names.  

Moving east back into the City I will now have a look at the CIS buildings closer to the 

downtown core. 

 

 

 

 



102. Randolf – 479 Aberdeen Ave. 

103. Westmount – 2 -4 Hyde Park Ave. 

These similar buildings do not have their names carved in stone but are painted in gold paint on 

the glass above the doors. Randolph does have its date, 1925, carved but not the Westmount 

which appears to be a few years older. To punish them, they are not pictured although you can 

easily Google them if you just have to see ‘em. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



104. Aberdeen Apartments – 210 Aberdeen Ave. 

 

This interesting but not unique “U” shaped building has a small central court yard that is nicely 

maintained. The apartments facing the street have very small balconies with pillar details. 

There is some nice stonework around the door and lots of stone inlays that enhance the street 

appeal. The name “Aberdeen” is from the northern Scottish City which is the 3rd most populous 

city in Scotland. Dating from at least 8,000 BC, it is known as the off shore oil capital of Europe. 



 



105. VILMA – 149 – 153 Locke St. S 

On trendy Locke Street, a one bedroom apartment in this newer building  in 2018 was going for 

$1,100 per month. A very basic 1940’s building it has two entrances both with the name 

engraved. The name is presumably a relative of the builder. A  2007 article in the Hamilton 

Spectator records that the owner at the time was fined $8,800 for fire code violations.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



106. PINELOCKE APT’S – 175 Locke St. S. 

At the corner of Locke and Pine (hence the witty name) this is a 1945 building where the name 

is obscured by the canopy over the front door. I thought the apostrophe before the letter “s” 

might been some grammatical faux pas but on further reference I discovered that an 

apostrophe can be used to denote missing letters such as in  “o’er” short for “over”. Whew, 

glad I solved that mystery. As is predictable in a later building, “Pinelocke” is very plain but in 

good repair. Could use some new windows though. 

 

 Nor  Not Not



TNextccccc

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



107. TWENTIETH CENTURY CLUB – 174 Locke St. S. 

This 1905 beaux art style building  housed a Conservative Party men’s club until its demise in 

1949. Designated in 1990 as a “property of historic and architectural value” it is now all 

commercial. So how does it qualify as an apartment? Well, according to the designation, two 

residential units were created at the rear of the second floor, so there.  

 

 

 



108. VAUXHALL APTS. – 285 -287 Bold St. 

These two virtually identical buildings face each other with about a 10’ courtyard. I say virtually 

identical because Ted says there is a subtle difference in the script above the doors. If so, I can’t 

see it although the size of “Apt’s” is different. Other than a crappy British car “Vauxhall” is a 

synonym for “Pleasure Gardens”.   



 



 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



109. HERKIMER APARTMENTS – 86 Herkimer 

This 1914, 4 storey building has an elevator! It remains a very elegant building from the outside 

with elaborate front door stonework and carvings. It is now a condo and a 2017 listing had a 1 

bedroom, 931 sq. ft unit listed at $315,000. You can still see a video tour online which has a 

review stating “What a pity it has lost its charm due to updating”. 

Herkimer Street is named for a United Empire Loyalist, Johan Jost Herkimer, a daughter of 

whom married Robert Hamilton, founder of this city. The street name dates to the early 1800s. 

Probably this is the greatest apartment gem in the City. Writing in the August 15, 2014 

Spectator, Jeff Mahoney called it the “architectural flagship of Hamilton Apartment Buildings. 

Celebrating its 100th anniversary it was noted to have been the first building with an elevator 

and a central vacuum system. Each apartment had two doors, one being for the servants, 

allegedly. You can still find Jeff’s article on-line if you Google Herkimer Apartments.  

 



 



110. THE DUKE OF YORK – 41-43 Herkimer   

A pre-1925 structure, it is unique for having its name extend over the two slightly different 

parapets. Looking like separate buildings it ‘s kind of funny that those on the left might think of 

themselves as living in “The Duke” while those on the right might think of themselves as living 

in the “Of York”. 

The Duke of Earl, a #1 hit for Gene Chandler in 1962, was one of our favourite drinking songs in 

the mid 70’s. 

In English peerage, since the 15th century the title has been given to the 2nd son of the 

prevailing monarch. Hence, the current D of Y is Prince Andrew. Prior to him it was Queen 

Elizabeth’s father who became King George VI upon the abdication of his brother in 1936 to 

marry American, Wallace Simpson. Named “Albert” and known as “Bertie”, George VI was the 

subject of the movie The King’s Speech about his lifelong stutter.  





  .  



111. ELGIN APTS – 33 Herkimer St 



.  

This post-1928 building sits back from the street and is elevated, like the Duke of York. The 

name is above the door and is hard to read as it is mostly obscured by ivy. Possibly named for 

the Town of Elgin in Scotland it has few features considering it sits in one of Hamilton’s most 

prestigious neighbourhoods.  The Town of Elgin became a royal burgh in 1130 AD and when 

Edward the First visited in 1296 he noted “Good castle, good town”. The now ruined cathedral 

was known as “the lantern of the north”. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



112. ROYAL McNAB APTS. – 119 MacNab St. S.  

 

Sir Allan MacNab (1798 – 1862) moved to Hamilton in 1826 and became the laird of Dundurn 

Castle. This building misspells his surname despite the fact that it is located on the very street 

named after him! Why such insolence? Could it be an innocent mistake or is intentionally 

tossed in his long dead face? Maybe it was because of noted Scottish frugality and the cost of 

carving an additional  letter. Who knows. 

This featureless building appears to date from the 40’s. Enough said. 



113. ST. CHARLES COURT – 122 Charles St.  

 

This pre-1925 building probably has the longest balconies of any CIS building in Hamilton. The 

large, embossed name has the “u” in Court, shaped like a “v”. I have seen this elsewhere, such 

as on the “Dominion of Canada” building on John St. (now the John Sopinka Courthouse). I have 

no idea why it was engraved this way. I find it kind of annoying. 

Probably named because it is on Charles Street (the home of Hamilton’s first liquor store) there 

have been at least 4 “St. Charles”. 



114. ST. MARY’S COURT – 121 Park St.  

 

Sitting directly behind St. Charles and appearing virtually identical this building has the same 

annoying carving of the letter “u”.  

According to Delaney, Dictionary of Saints, there are 18 St. Mary’s, the most noted of whom is 

the “Blessed Virgin, Mother of God”.  Then there was St. Mary of Egypt from the 5th century 

who supposedly spent 17 years as a courtesan and actress before changing her evil ways and 



spending the next 47 years not seeing another human being. That was some penance!  

 



115. ESSEX -24 Robinson St.  

 

This post-1928 building  sits back to back with its sister building, Suffolk,  on MacNab Street. It’s 

hard to get a decent picture as the front doors look on to a parking structure. It has lots of 

stone and numerous windows typical of the pre-Depression era. Essex is a county in South 

Western England which borders on the County of Suffolk. 



116. SUFFOLK – 179-181 MacNab St.  

 

The only noticeable difference from the Essex is that it has its year, 1931, carved on two 

plaques on both wings.  For a Depression era building this place is quite swanky. An East Anglian 

county in England, Suffolk is the home of Sutton Hoo, one of the most noted archeological sites 

in the UK. The current Duke of Sussex is Prince Harry and the Duchess is Princess Meghan. 



117. HESS APTS. – 272 King St. W.  

 

At the corner of King and Hess, the date, 1927 is on the parapet facing King Street while the 

name is on the parapet facing Hess Street. Peter Hess was an early Hamilton farmer and land 

owner. Peter Street is also named for him and Caroline Street is named for one of his 

daughters. The commercial space on King is currently the home of the “Coop” restaurant which 

Ted Arnold says is a good chicken joint. Their motto is “Tasty as Cluck”. 



118. QUEENS COURT – 75 Queen St. S.  

 

This 3 storey building has a courtyard bigger than most and 4 ornate, identical doors. Dating 

sometime after 1928 the name sits in a wall near the street and looks suspiciously modern. The 

2nd picture is of my friend, Diana, letter carrier with Canada Post. She says the mailboxes are 



too small considering all the stuff that comes in the mail these days.  

 



119. MERKSWORTH – 227- 231 MacNab St. S.  

 

These two separate buildings have the name carved above the doors which are obscured by 

canopies. Probably 1940’s vintage, I have no idea about the name. Merksworth was the name 

of a coal carrying steamship build in Paisley, Scotland in 1874. It sunk in 1898 off New South 



Wales. The ghostly apparitions in the door are your author and sidekick, Ted Arnold.  

 



120. DUKE OF KENT APARTMENTS – 47 Duke St.  

 

A post 1928 building, the carver had trouble squeezing in the name and overlaps the letters “o” 

and “f”. Of course, it could just be an artistic touch. There is another one of those annoying 

“u”s. The current Duke of Kent is Prince Edward, the Queen’s cousin, who has held the job since 



1942. 

 



121. OAK-PARK – 80 Duke St. 

The name is carved over both doors and I have no idea why there is a hyphen. It is near Park 

Street but the reference to “Oak” is unknown as Oak Street is in the east end of the City. A 

studio apartment was recently listed at $775 a month.  

 



122. LENKE – 48 Bold St.

 



123. ILONA – 46 Bold St.  

 



These newer buildings both have typically Hungarian names. “Ilona” is the traditional name for 

the Queen of the Fairies. The only notable feature is the glass blocks in the stairways which are 



typical of the era. 

 



124. SHEKTER – 1-3 Mulberry St. 

If you are paying any attention at all you will note that this building is also in the East section. 

At the corner of James N and Mulberry, this pre-1925 is currently the home to the Acclamation 

Bar and Grill while everything around it is being developed by the ambitious Roque family. 

The Shekter’s were a prominent Jewish family of businessmen and philanthropists who also 

owned the Shekter Hotel and Canadian Floor Tex, both also on James North.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



DUNDAS 

As far as I can see, there are no named apartment buildings in Dundas. There are, however a 

couple of named buildings on King Street that are worth checking out. 

125. CLEN CAMPBELL DAIRIES – 116 King St. 

Once home to the Valley City Dairy Bar, this building has a great carved cow by the roof. 

The name is somewhat confusing as it definitely appears to be Clen rather than what you would 

expect, Glen. Maybe part of the “C” is broken off. May have some apartments now. 

 



VERNON’S CITY DIRECTORY 1939

 



 



 



 



 



POSTSCRIPT 

Of the 346 named buildings in the 1939 Vernon’s we have found a little over 120 remaining or 

visible CIS apartments. As many now approach their 100th birthdays they range from the 

sublime to the ridiculous. Their numbers will decline and the only questions are how many and 

how soon. If you do the math, I would predict that 40,000 to 50,000 people have lived in these 

120 odd buildings over the years. I would like to know more about these folks but that is a 

bigger task than I can undertake. 

If I have missed buildings or if you have any further information about the names of the 

buildings or the people that lived there please feel free to contact and I will try to make 

appropriate revisions. My e-mail is joel_kerr_law@hotmail.com. 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR 
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